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Summary

Hertford College wishes to carry out the works to create an additional rainwater pipe to the 
elevation of the Old Buildings Quad East Wing. This section of Hertford College’s quad is Grade 
II* listed, recognising its national significance. The proposed works are to provide a new RWP for 
surface water coming from the main Chapel roof to the east wing roof to the flat roof of the Chapel 
to reduce the strain placed on the existing RWP which cannot handle current levels of water and 
is causing damage to internal ceilings and walls.

This Heritage Statement has been prepared to support the application for listed building consent 
to carry out the works. This Heritage Statement defines and describes the fabric affected by the 
proposals, identifying the age and significance of the relevant areas. 

The proposed changes are assessed in detail and in relation to the significance of the fabric 
affected. They are assessed as appropriate, proportionate for their purposes, and necessary 
to avoid further damage of the internal fabric of the building. Approval of the proposals would 
therefore be appropriate.
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1. Introduction

Hertford College wishes to carry out the works to create an additional rainwater pipe to the 
elevation of the Old Buildings Quad East Wing. The relevant section of the building is Grade II 
and II* listed, recognising their national significance.

The Historic England listing is as follows:

 Old Buildings Quadrangle:

 - Hertford College – Chapel, South Range: Grade II (List Entry Number: 1199229

 - Hertford College – East Range (OB5): Grade II* (List Entry Number: 1369641)

This Heritage Statement has been prepared to support the application for listed building consent 
to carry out the works, which comprise the following:

a) creation of an additional rainwater pipe to the elevation of the East Wing, which will add extra 
capacity to compliment the existing RWP from the east range roof to handle the surface water 
from the chapel roof and take the water to the chapel porch’s flat roof. 

[Figure 1.01] Aerial Photograph (Reference Google Maps).
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The proposed works are to divert a significant volume of rainwater from the East Wing’s roof. This 
section of the roof is serviced by 1no. rainwater pipe located partially within the stonework of the 
elevation and partially as a lead rainwater pipe. The Chapel’s main roof has one of its downpipes 
running off on the East Wing’s roof increasing the volume the single downpipe is dealing with. With 
the more intense downpours the volume of water running through this downpipe has increased 
significantly and is causing water damage to the roof structure and internal finishes, especially 
ceilings and walls on the third floor. 

The report has been prepared in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework, 
especially those paragraphs regarding designated heritage assets. It also takes due account 
of Oxford City policy on planning, listed buildings, conservation, and the city’ Historic Urban 
Character Areas (HUCAs). The site lies within the Oxford City Central Area (University and City) 
Conservation Area, and in HUCA 37 (the eastern colleges north of the High Street).

A site visit was carried out on 16 February 2021 to assess the proposed works. Research has 
included consultation of various sources as part of the preparation works for this Heritage 
Statement, which included but were not restricted to:

 - National Heritage List

 - Victoria County History Volumes for Oxford.
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2. Brief History

2.1 Brief History

The buildings comprising the East range of the Old Buildings Quadrangle were built before the 
re-foundation of Hertford College in 1874 by an Act of Parliament. They are from the period when 
the site was known as Hart Hall, an undergraduate boarding house presided by a Principal.

From the 15th century, Hart Hall began to develop as a distinct institution, gradually absorbing 
neighbouring tenements and halls on Catte Street: Arthur, Black and Cat Halls, which occupied 
most of the present Old Buildings site. Part of the buildings that now form the Old Buildings Quad 
were built during the 16th century, under Principal Randell (1549-98) and comprise the eastern 
end of the North Range, which includes the Old Hall (now known as OB4). They were former 
dining hall, buttery and kitchens of Hart Hall. From Agar’s map drawn in 1578 it appears that the 
Principal’s Lodgings were in a house at right angles to these kitchen buildings, with a garden 
behind it abutting on All soul’s land. 

A significant part of the East range is of early 17th century date. These additions comprise the 
new lodgings built by Principal Dr. Price (1604-1622) which were added to the existing kitchens 
built by Randell and continue southwards. The lodgings can be seen in Loggan’s view after they 
had been further enlarged by Price’s successor. 

In 1740, Principal Richard Newton secured a charter and statutes to establish Hart Hall as a 
full college in the university, Hertford College. As part of Newton’s plans for making Hart Hall a 
reformed college was a scheme of rebuilding, which was bound up with his scheme of educational 
reform. The principal designed and built several buildings, of which the cottage at the south end 
of East Range (now known as OB5) and the Library (originally the chapel) are still part of Hertford 
College. 

The proposals by Principal Newton were not well received and the Fellows of Exeter College, who 
still claimed ownership of part of the site, were particularly angry. Overly ambitious in conception 
and grossly under-funded in practice, Hertford College soon foundered. In 1805 a new Principal 
could not be found, and the college was dissolved.

The site of Hertford College was acquired Magdalen College who planned to use the site for 
Magdalen Hall. Magdalen Hall was a hall of residence associated with the grammar school 
attached to Magdalen College and developed into an independent and intellectually recognised 
institution, however, it was located on a cramped site adjacent to the main buildings of Magdalen 
College. On 9 January 1820 most of the buildings of the Hall were destroyed in a fire and the 
decrepit medieval front collapsed into Catte Street.

As part of the redevelopment of Magdalen Hall two new wings on the Catte Street frontage were 
completed in 1822, when the hall took possession of the site. These were designed by E. Garbett 
and comprise the two threes-storey pavilions at both ends of the West range facing Catte Street 
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containing OB1 and the Old Lodgings. The gap between the two blocks was simply filled with a 
boundary wall along the Catte Street frontage, with a central gate.

Principal Dr. Michell planned like Principal Newton, to elevate the status of the hall to college and 
he succeeded thanks to a benefaction from financier Sir Thomas Baring MP. Hertford College 
was then re-founded in 1874 by an Act of Parliament, comprising the Principal and Fellows of 
Magdalen Hall and several other fellows. Under Principal Boyd (1877-1922), the new college 
became fully established and expanded with a few new buildings. These buildings were designed 
by the popular revivalist T.G. Jackson and comprise the construction of the central lodge with a 
first floor Hall, filling the gap left of Garbett’s buildings. A new central and western section were 
built onto the old Hart Hall in the North Range (now OB2), replacing Georgian buildings (1889), 
and a new Chapel was built at the east end of the South Range (1908), again replacing buildings 
that seem to have been of Newton’s time.

2.2 Existing photos

Fig. 2.1 View of the East Wing and Chapel elevations with 
highlighted the existing rainwater pipes.

Fig. 2.2 View of the outlet of the Chapel rainwater pipe on the 
eaves of the East Wing.
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Fig. 2.3 existing outlet to rainwater pipe of East Wing within the 
existing gutter. 

Fig. 2.5 View of the internal damage caused by the additional 
volume of water in the gutter and rainwater pipe. 

Fig.2.4 View of the outlet of the Chapel’s rainwater pipe on the 
East Wing roof.
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3. Statement of Significance

This section of the Heritage Statement identifies the significance of the site using the following 
hierarchy of significance: high (national), medium (local/county) and low (slight) significance, 
including neutral (not important but also does not detract from a site’s value) and detrimental 
(where something has a negative effect on significance) or visually intrusive. These assessments 
cover the historic, evidential, aesthetic and community values of the heritage asset in question if 
appropriate.

The whole of Hertford College is of high communal significance as a working Oxford College. The 
College sits within the core of the University quarter of the city centre, in among New College, 
All Souls, Wadham College and the Bodleian Library complex. Hertford College is not one of the 
largest Oxford colleges, but it fully stands its ground in its contribution to the communal ethic and 
aesthetic.

The significance of the proposed work areas is addressed specifically below:

Old Buildings Quad – East Range: OB5 West elevation
Historical and Evidential: high – the elevation is part of the buildings erected by Principal Newton 
in the 18th century.

Aesthetic: high – the elevation is a simple and proportionate Georgian style.

Communal: high - the elevation is part of the Old Buildings Quad and can be seen by all visiting 
the college.
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The National Planning Policy Framework (paragraphs 184 – 202) highlights the desirability of 
the conservation and enhancement of the historic environment, specially designated historic 
assets which are an irreplaceable resource and should be conserved in a manner appropriate 
to their significance. In addition, Historic England in their guidance document “Conservation 
Principles, Policies and Guidance” present the principles, policies and guidance for a sustainable 
management of the historic environment, which include the management of change and how to 
assess the proposed developments. 

Considering these documents, and the standard ICOMOS criteria to determine whether impacts 
are adverse, neutral or beneficial, and the extent of the impacts (high, moderate, low) this section 
of the Heritage Statement therefore reviews the proposed development, as shown in Jessop and 
Cook Architects’ drawing: P.1529.05_011 and P.1529.05_012.

4.1 New rainwater pipe to East Wing’s 

The proposed works are to divert a significant volume of rainwater from the East Wing’s roof. 
This section of the roof is serviced by 1no. rainwater pipe located partially within the stonework 
of the elevation and partially as a lead rainwater pipe below. The Chapel’s main roof has one of 
its downpipes running off on the East Wing’s roof increasing the volume the single downpipe is 
dealing with. With the more intense downpours the volume of water running through this downpipe 
has increased significantly and is causing water damage to the roof structure and internal finishes, 
especially ceilings and walls on the third floor. 

The proposal is to fix an additional rainwater pipe on the west elevation of the East Wing, to catch 
the water coming from the Chapel before it goes down the existing downpipe. The new pipe will 
be in cast iron fixed under the existing stone cornice and a new hole in the gutter created down to 
new hopper. The works are moderate in impact, but beneficial as they reduce the risks of further 
damage to the existing fabric.

4. Impact Assessment of the Proposed Works
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5. Conclusions

The proposals are moderate in scope and intent. They do not harm the special architectural 
or historical character of their specific locations, or of Hertford College in general. Therefore 
paragraph 195 of the National Planning Policy Framework is not triggered. The alterations 
sustain the significance of the heritage asset and assure their viable use, consistent with their 
conservation.


